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(5) WID Tokorozawa, Women's only Dormitory
【Location】21-1, Higashi-machi, Tokorozawa-shi, Saitama, 359-1116
【Nearest Station】8 minutes' walk from Tokorozawa station, Seibu- 

Ikebukuro Line
【Number of Rooms】60

(6) WID Nishi-Tokorozawa, Women's only Dormitory
【Location】2-7-16, Nishi-Tokorozawa, Tokorozawa-shi, Saitama, 359-1144
【Nearest Station】6 minutes' walk from Nishi-Tokorozawa station, 

Seibu-Ikebuluro Line
【Number of Rooms】42

(7) WID Shimoigusa, Women's only Dormitory
【Location】3-4-10, Shimoigusa, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, 167-0022
【Nearest Station】7 minutes' walk from Shimoigusa station, Seibu-Shinjuku 

Line
【Number of Rooms】30

OTHER LODGINGS

　For students who are not to live in WID, you should look for your 
accommodation on your own(see page 131). There are private real estate 
agents available around Waseda University. Please note that you should 
pay key money(non-returnable) and deposit money (bond), which is a unique 
custom in Japan. Therefore, please talk to your guarantor or people who are 
familiar with this custom in advance and then decide.
　Here is the list of lodgings which is willingly to accept foreign students. 
　Please note, the list of dorms below is not a recommendation, rather only 
to be used as a reference. The information is subject to change. Interested  
parties should contact the dorms directly for more information.

(1) Wakei Jyuku
【Location】1-21-2, Mejiro-dai, Bunkyou-ku, Tokyo, 112-8682

Tel: 03-3941-7446, 7447
【Nearest Station】10 minutes' walk from Gokokuji station, Subway 

Yuraku-cho Line or 7 minutes' walk from Waseda 
University Nishi-Waseda Campus

【Rooms・Facilities】Private rooms shared with a Japanese student
*Only for male students
(2) Asia Cultural Center
【Location】2-12-13, Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-8642

Tel: 03-3946-4142
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【Nearest Station】3 minutes' walk from Sengoku station, Subway Mita Line 
【Rooms・Facilities】24 private rooms about 8㎡ (include bedding, desk, 

closet, reading lamp) 
* For students from Asia, Africa, Latin America who have been in Japan more 
than one year

(3) Yamabuki Dormitory
【Location】2 Arakawa, Arakawa-ku, Tokyo, 116-0002
【Nearest Station】3 minutes' walk from Machiya station, Keisei Line or 

Subway Chiyoda Line
【Rooms・Facilities】28 rooms (include air conditioner, desk, chair, mattress)
* For students from Asia, Africa, Latin America who have been in Japan more 
than one year

(4) Nippori Dormitory
【Location】2 Higashi Nippori, Arakawa-ku, Tokyo, 116-0014
【Nearest Station】16 minutes' walk from Nippori/Uguisudani station, JR 

Yamanote Line
【Rooms・Facilities】9 rooms (include air conditioner, desk, chair, bed)
* For students from Asia, Africa, Latin America who have been in Japan more 
than one year

(5) Rikko Kaikan
【Location】2-43-12, Kotake-cho, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, 176-0004

Tel: 03-3972-1151
【Nearest Station】5 minutes' walk from Kotakemukaihara station, Subway 

Yurakucho Line
【Rooms・Facilities】72 rooms for male students, 64 rooms for female 

students
*Only for foreign students
(6) Tokyo Ota Kinen Kan
【Location】2-16-14, Kugayama, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, 068-0082

Tel: 03-3333-6311
【Nearest Station】3 minutes' walk from Kugayama station, Keioh-Inogashira Line
【Rooms・Facilities】41 students
* For students from Bangkok, Delhi (National Capital Territory of Delhi), 
Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Seoul, Yangon, Taipei who 
has obtained study visa or cultural activities visa. Government-financed 
overseas students are not included.

(7) Soshigaya Ryugakusei Kaikan
【Location】4-24-1, Kamisoshigaya, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, 157-0065

Tel: 03-5384-1201
【Nearest Station】5 minutes' by bus from Seijyou-Gakuen-mae station, Odakyu Line
【Rooms・Facilities】350 houses (200 men, 120 women/10 houses for 

family/20 houses for married couples)
(8) TOKYO STAY
【Location】4-12-11, Fuji-machi, Higashi Fushimi-city, Tokyo, 202-0014
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【Nearest Station】2 minutes' walk from Higashi-Fushimi station, Seibu 
Shinjuku Line

【Rooms・Facilities】76 students (mixed accommodation, Japanese & 
Overseas Male Students), Private Room 9.9m2

(9) Midori Dormitory for foreign students
【Location】4-3-1, Naka Ochiai, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 161-0032

Tel: 03-3951-0767
【Nearest Station】8 minutes' walk from Nakai station, Seibu-Shinjuku Line
【Rooms・Facilities】Reinforced concrete, three-story building, 8 rooms on 

the second and third floor
* Only for female foreign students. Subsidy program will be available if a 
reference from academic supervisor provided.




